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ABSTRACT 

This report documents a comprehensive excavation of an area 
adjacent to the defined Longdale Mining Complex. It was conducted by two 
Anthropology 377 students, in conjunction with the Washington and Lee 
Laboratory of Anthropology in the Spring of 1995. This individual project 
is an extension of the exhaustive archeological investigation of the mining 
complex by Washington & Lee University students, under the direction of 
Kurt C. Russ, Research Archaeologist. 

The research area is located east of Simpson Creek and west of 
Interstate 64, within the George Washington National Forest in Alleghany 
County, Virginia (APPENDICES 2 & 3 ). Specifically, the named Structure I 
(APPENDIX 4), which lies on the floodplain 75 feet east of Simpson Creek at 
a bearing of 31O degrees west, is part of nine structures located in the said 

r 1 area. '.) '· ..~ , 
All of these structures were located by three Anthropology 378 

students in the Fall of 1992 during a pedestrian foot reconnaissance of the 
area west of Interstate 64 and east of Simpson Creek. The first of the nine 
other structures is structure A which is located approximately one and a ? 
half miles from Structure I. Structures A-G, which consists of domestic \ ..\_N...\' 
structures and ancillary dependencies, are arranged in a linear pattern,...'-\ h.\o \ 
with distances averaging only 300 yards between each residential .\W ..T\ 
structure (APPENDIX 3). Structures I and J, on the other hand, are located t't. ~'<\ 
more than a mile from the cluster of these structures. Furthermore, ..;J~.r \ \cJ\ 
Structure I and J, which are located a mere 40 feet apart, resemble eY4-~~l I 
architecturally the residential structures found in Community . That is, ~~ 
the structure is rectangular in shape, measures approximately 44 quare :1\ 
feet, has a modest limestone foundation, no cellar, and well-de · ed \ ~ t ' 

hearths with dual openings (Russ/McDaniel,1995). This comparison ;~ff. /'<>c.; 
Community 1 may shed important insights into the role Structure I and J \J' \ 
played within the Longdale Mining Complex. (s(;O~ \o 

Existing documentation was carefully gleaned in order to 
address the following questions: Does Structure I relate to the mining 
industry or community in the area just east of Simpson Creek? If so, is it 
industrial or domestic in function? Finally, can a hypothesis be formed 
from any diagnostic evidence retrieved from an intensive excavation of 

1 
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Structure I? These questions provide a crucial lead in our goal of 
explaining the role that Structure I played in terms of function, location, 
a..11d chronological existence. 

Structure I presents an archeological enigma when compared to 
other domestic structures within the Longdale Mining Complex. Not only 
does this structure lack an ancillary dependency, but the distance from the 
majority of the domestic structures is inexplicable. The aforementioned 
questions and problems are vital in digesting the overall lifeways of the 
miners within the Longdale Complex. 
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AN INDIVIDUAL EXCAVATION OF STRUCTURE I 


SITUATED EAST OF SIMPSON CREEK AND ADJACENT 

TO THE LONGDALE MINING COMPLEX 


INTRODUCTION 


In conjunction with the Washington and Lee's Early Industries 

Archaeological Project precipitated to gain knowledge concerning the local 

mining industry and its impact on the subculture of the miners, limited 

excavations were undertaken on Structure I of the Longdale Iron Mining 

Complex located in Alleghany County, Virginia. This area lies on the 

eastern slope of Brushy Mountain within the limits of the George 

Washington National Forest and has been connected with iron 

manufacturing and above ground foundations along Simpson Creek. 

In the Fall of 1992, three Washington & Lee students surveyed the 

area east of Simpson Creek via pedestrian foot reconnaissance to document 

any previously unrecorded structures pertinent to the Longdale Mining 

Complex. Based on their findings, Structure I was chosen for its unique 

location and distance from the majority of the other structures. 

Structure I, which lies on the floodplain east of Simpson Creek at a 
~\))(}~

bearing of 310 degrees west,' is one of ten structures documented during 

the pedestrian foot reconnaissance of the area east of Simpson Creek. 

Although structures A-G follow a fairly regular spatial patterning between 

the residential structures (all residential structures are 
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distanced approximately 300 yards from each other), Structures I and J lie 

almost a mile from this residential cluster (APPENDIX 3). 

Architecturally, Structure I and J, located only 40 feet apart, share 

many characteristics with Community 1. For instance, both ''sets'' of ~ .J-. 

structures are relatively small domestic dwellings (single story square~~~ 
footage = 443 sq. ft.) with modest limestone foundations, no cellar, and lf't~~( 

1 

well defined hearths with fireplace openings on both sides (Russ/McDaniel, ~~ 
1995). This comparison may extend beneath the ground. 

Furthermore, preliminary survey and appraisal of the structure 

affords several salient observations. This includes an~rent overlap of 

domestic and industrial functions for this area and ~y a deposit 
1 

of charcoal located approximately 9 feet from th~southwest corner of 

Structure I. The large diameter of the central mound in Structure I, 

approximately 14 by 11 feet, may represent a double hearth in the 

structure. 

These observations may lend crucial answers to the research goals of 

linking Structure I to other structures in the Longdale Complex, primarily 

cluster 3 Community l,by determining whether it is domestic or industrial, 

gender specific, and then forming a hypothesis on the date of occupation. 

This paper discusses an extended archaeological research at the 

Longdale Mining Complex with an outlook towards better understanding 

the cultural aspects of the mining community. 
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HISTORICAL PREFACE 


Dating back to the early half of the 19th century, the Longdale 

Mining Complex's history begins with John Jordan and John Irvine's 

purchase of a region of land along Simpson Creek and the eastern slope of 

Brushy Mountain. This area, which contains a plethora of oriskany 

sandstone replete with iron ore and an abundance of hardwoods for 

charcoal, was purchased in 1827. Jordan and Irvine formed a partnership 

and began the construction of the cold blast furnace "Lucy Selina." 

With the influx of immigrants and the Civil War, production of high 

quality pig iron increased at Longdale. Also around this time, the Australia 

Furnace, located 4.5 miles to the northeast of Lucy Selina, was in operation. 

This hot blast furnace was steam driven and much larger and more 

productive than its predecessors. 

William Firmstone, who invented the hot blast process, purchased 

22,000 acres in Alleghany County from the Virginia General Assembly. 

Firmstone's Longdale Iron Company amassed over 25 miles of railroad to 

provide iron products to such locations as Huntington, Cincinnati, and other 

areas in the west. 

Just a few years later, another technological advancement, the first 

pig iron smelted with coke in Virginia, was produced at the Lucy Selina 

furnace. This allowed Longdale to become the leading iron producer in the 

state. 
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The success of the Longdale mining operations was more than just 

monetary. The mass production of pig iron caused a need for miners. This 

ultimately yielded in the development of a company town that included 

habitations for the miners. 

Production of iron continued at the Longdale Mines until its downfall 

in 1911. The end of the Longdale Iron Company can be associated with its 

impotence against the leviathan furnaces and mills that were owned by 

such large corporations as U.S. Steel. The manufacturing of iron by these 

larger companies drove the value of Virginia iron to an all time low and 

forced Longdale out of business (Russ/McDaniel, 1993 ). 

Due to the limited historical documentation concerning the 

immediate area that surrounds Structure I, its close relationship to 

Community 1 can provide a compendium look at Structure I's function 

during the late 19th, early 20th centuries. 

For example, Community 1 consisted of three clusters, each unique in 

tern1s of architectural and locational attributes (i.e., structure configuration 

and square footage, elevation, orientation to creek, and distance from 

industrial structures [Russ/McDaniel,1995]). Much of these characteristics 

of Community 1 compare with the immediate area of Structure I. 

Structures A-G are not only located at a higher elevation, but the 

structures themselves tend to be better constructed. This is evident by the 

well cut limestone foundations. Another difference between Structure I 
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and the cluster of residential structures to its south is the presence of 

ancillary dependencies. Thus, the segregation of Structures I and J from 

the other residential structures may indicate a difference in class with I 

and J on the lower end of the socioeconomic scale. This directly correlates 

with the findings of Community 1 and its spatial patterning. 

Despite the cessation of iron production at Longdale, a rich history 

still exists in the areas surrounding the Longdale Mining Complex. Thus, it 

is the purpose of this paper and archaeology in general to recreate a past 

world through interpretive analysis. 



RESEARCH STRATEGY 


The commencement of our project began \A.'ith ch0os!ng a site that 

was not only pertinent to structures existing within the Longdale Mining 

Complex, but also a site that would offer new insights into the daily lives of 

the miners. Structure I conceded several crucial aspects on this level. Not 

only was this structure rectangular (other individual projects focused on L

shaped structures), but the region in which it was located had both 

industrial and domestic attributes. 

This region, east of Brushy Mountain and bound by Route 60 and 

Interstate 64, created an environs consisting of low-lying floodplains and 

an abundance of hardwoods. .~ 
·\A,\\ 

To procure data from Structure I a series of inte~e excavations 

were undertaken. This method of mechanical survey was used to provide 

information about soil stratifications and composition, and to locate areas 

of activity. Based on previous observations and recordings, mainly a 

pedestrian foot reconnaissance, three units measuring three feet by three 

feet in size were carefully plotted at locations near the outer walls in hopes 

of retrieving cultural, architectural, and diagnostic evidence. After each 

unit was carefully defined, actual excavation began. 

After removing the surface vegetation, excavation began with a 

masonry trowel. Each layer was recorded in full with both measurements 

and soil readings. All dirt was sifted through quarter inch wire mesh. 
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Once the artifacts in all three units were uncovered, they were 

placed in bags depicting all necessary information. The artifacts were 

cleaned, labeled, identified, and analyzed. 

Structural features that related to Structure I were measured and 

observed. This included such features as a hearth mound, a road bed, and 

the distance from Simpson Creek. Furthermore, extant maps allow for 

further understanding the topographical environment of Structure I. 
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DATA AND INTERPRETATION 

STRUCTURE I 

A quarter of a mile due north of structure H, Structure I is an extinct 

structure with measurements of sixteen and one half feet by thirty-six feet 

(APPENDIX 4). It is situated 40 feet south of Structure Jon the floodplain 
.tv~ 1,,_

of Simpson Creek at a bearing of 310 degrees wesf. Simpson Creek runs 

parallel at a distance of 7 5 feet on the west. A steep slope that rises 2,000 

feet above sea level is 58 feet to the east. A central mound, measuring 14 / 

by 11 feet, may represent a double hearth (Robinson,l 992). This 

hypothesis may indicate that Structure I is a domestic structure. 

The foundation of the structure consists of roughly dressed, mortared 

limestone rocks that are approximately one and a half feet by three feet. 

The walls of Structure I are well defined with the exception of the area of 

the wall near the hearth mound on the east and west sides of the 

structure. 

There are several other formidable observations concerning 

Structure I. A long depression, possibly denoting a road bed, runs 2 7 8 feet 

long at a width of 14 feet from south to north along Simpson Creek to 

Structure I. Furthermore, a deposition of charcoal measuring 30 feet in 

diameter is located 9 feet from the southwest corner of the structure. This 

may represent an earlier collier's pit since most of the hardwoods in the 

area would have already been timbered by the time the structure was 
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deserted. This, however, emanates a dear duality in this region if it was 

used for both industrial and domestic functions. Several mounds of bricks 

along the walls of Structure I may also indicate a brick chimney or some 

other small brick formation. 

UNIT 1 / ,,,.·"" 

After painstaking~·ing Structure I for any depressions that 
I'/ / 

may indicate ari.&traveled location, such as a door, a unit was placed 

three feet south from the southern wall (APPENDIX 1.3 ). This location was 

chosen for several reasons. First, prior documentation and the lack of a 

formidable foundation of stones near the center of the southern wall may 

have indicated the presence of a door. If this were the case, not only 

would this location be well frequented by the inhabitants and others, but 

there should exist a concentration of cultural material. 

Excavation of Unit 1 began by first noting any surface artifacts. A 

piece of aqua bottle glass was the only find. After removing the remainder 

of the surface area, intensive excavation began on the pit. 

UNIT 2 

After intensive excavation of the first pit, a second pit was desired. 

Due to the isolation of Structures I and J, a hypothesis was formed that 

there was a great deal of interaction between these two structures. This, 

coupled with the possibility of another window or door, lead to the 
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nhrPmPnt nf TP(!t Pit 7 thrPP fppt nnrth frnm thP nnrthPrn lAT~ 11 {APPPNnTYI"'""' _ _ _ .......,,.. _ ........ -··-- .......... - ..... ...... __ ·--... ...._ ........... ·· - ··· ......... _ ..... _ ........... - ........ · · - --- ,----- ~---

1.4). As with Unit 1, all of Unit 2's surface artifacts were first gathered 

before intensive excavation began. 

UNIT 3 

After exhausting the first two units, a third unit was needed in an 

attempt to gain more knowledge of the cultural material that existed 

within this area. Instead of focusing on possible doors or windows of 

Structure I, the attention moved to the western wall in hopes of finding 

diagnostic evidence (APPENDIX 1.5). Not only does the western wall of 

Structure I face Simpson Creek, a location that the miners probably often 

frequented, but its location rests on the side of a formidable road bed that 

was traveled several times daily to and from both Structures I and J. 

Like the previous two pits, Unit 3 was place three feet away from the 

wall and all surface artifacts were gathered before intensive excavation 

began. 
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ARTIFACT ANALYSIS 

Despite carefully choosing the test pits, most of the artifacts can be 

classified in two categories: architectural and kitchen related. Although an 

abundance of the cultural material recovered included such things as clear 

window glass and early machine cut nails, this type of artifact gives little 

help in determining the chronology of Structure I. Furthermore, there was 

even less evidence to make the assumption that Structure I was a gender 

specific dormitory when comparing it to Community 1. 

Despite these facts, much of the evidence offers insights into this 

complicated structure. Not only was there a large spectrum of different 

quality kitchen ware (from coarse undecorated earthenware to imported ~ 

porcelain), but the substantial amount of bottle glass is in accordance with ~~/ 

other documentation that declares the miners consumed vast amounts of ~~'1 

medicines to combat their harsh way of life. 'ef::' 

Diagnostically, one Indian Head Penny (minted 1859-1909) and an 

array of shotgun shell caps and bullet casings place Structure I's 

inhabitation somewhere in the early part of the 20th century. 
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CONCLUSION 

.A.fter C9.refu! analysis of Structure ! and its associated C1..!!tura! 

evidence, several salient observations can be deduced. Structure l's 

segregation from the majority of the residential structures east of Simpson 

Creek (Structure I and J are approximately a mile north from the larger 

cluster of residential structures) may be attributed to several factors. On 

one level, the distance of Structure I and its low elevation may be a result ·"" 

of a lower socioeconomic status. This is supported not only by the ;;,lb1~ 
{) 0 l~ tr \ 

structures small size, but its relative poor construction and lack of high ~~~ 

quality artifacts. Its location may also be job related. Structure I and J ~'><.~ 
~._y-;;y 

may have existed as a dormitory for skilled workers that dealt with a .J°"" 

certain line of work within the mining community. 

This line of reasoning leads directly into the second goal of this 

project, the function of Structure I in the Longdale Mining Complex. \ 
"Ii\)

Although the double hearth and the artifacts recovered clearly show that~;> 

Structure I was domestic in function, a deposit of charcoal nine feet off the 

southwest corner of the structure represents a duality of function within 

the said region. The mound of charcoal, 30 feet in diameter, may have 

existed as a collier's pit. 

Finally, evidence indicates a close relationship between cluster 3 of 

Community 1 and Structure I. Architecturally, both structures share the 

same attributes in terms of elevation, dimensions, and function. 

l 
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Furthermore, they are segregated from the larger structures that appear to 

house persons with a higher socioeconomic status. Culturally, however, 

there appears to be no overwhelming evidence that indicates Structure I 

was gender specific. 

Through artifact analysis and documentation concerning the cultural 

evidence recovered from the three test units, Structure I's chronological 

existence falls in the first half of the 20th century. This is decidedly later 

than the comparable cluster in Community 1. 

Despite Structure I's enigmatic existence, it has provided a wealth of 

information concerning the importance of class within the mining 

community, the segregation that exists within spatial patterning, and the 

cultural evidence that creates puzzle pieces that allow for a better 

understanding of the lifeways of the miners in the Longdale Complex. 
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APPENDIX 1.1 


Eastern View of Structure l's Hearth Mound 


Southern View of Structure I 




Appendix 1.1 _ 


Hypothesized Doorway on Southern Wall 


Western Wall 




Append.ix l.3 


Unexcavated Test Pit #1 on Southern Wall 


Excavated Test Pit #1 
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Appendix L~ _ 


Unexcavated Test Pit #2 on Northern Wall 


Excavated Test Pit #2 




Appendix 1.5 


Unexcavated Test Pit #3 on Western Wall 


Excavated Test Pit #3 
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APPENDIX 6 


Test 	Pit #1 

Surface: 

Layer 1: 

Layer 2: 

ARTIFACT ANALYSIS 


1 Aqua Bottle Glass 

lOyr 2/1 (NW 0-7",NE 0-7",SW 0-5.S",SE 0-5.S") 
Dark, humus loam 
I Early Machine Cut Nail 
5 Nail Fragments 
1 Spike over 3.0" 
6 Unidentified Metal Components 
1 Shotgun Shell Cap 
1 Bullet Casing 
1 Iron Button 
11 Undecorated Whiteware 
5 Decorated Whiteware 
1 Undecorated Coarse Earthenware 
69 Aqua Bottle Glass 
6 Rose Bottle Glass 
87 Clear Window Glass 
5 8 Aqua Window Glass 
3 Modern Wire 1. 5" 

lOyr 	3/2 (NW 7-11.S",NE 7-12.5",SW 5.5.-11", 
SE 5.5-12") Grayish, rocky loam 
3 Early Machine Cut Nails 
4 Nail Fragments 
1 Spike Over 3.0" 
2 Unidentified Metal Components 
2 Bullet Casings 
2 Iron Buttons 
27 Aqua Bottle Glass 
4 Rose Bottle Glass 



Layer 	3: 

Test 	Pit # 2 

Surface: 

Layer 	1: 

Layer 	2: 

2 9 Clear Window Glass 
28 Aqua Bottle Glass 

lOyr 4/6 (NW 11.5", NE 12.5", SW 11", SE 12") 
Yellowish, silty loam 

1 Undecorated Whiteware 

3 Aqua Bottle Glass 
1 Rose Bottle Glass 

lOyr 	2/1 (NW 0-6.75", NE 0-7.25", SW 0-6.75", 
SE 0-7") Dark, humus loam 
4 Modern Wire Cut Nails 3.0" 
24 Farly Machine Cut Nails 
8 Nail Fragments 
3 Spikes Over 3.0" 
4 Unidentified Metal Components 
1 Shotgun Shell Cap 
3 Buttons 
51 Undecorated Whiteware 
2 Green Bottle Glass 
2 Brown Bottle Glass 
4 Porcelain 
8 Decorated Whiteware 
2 Undecorated Coarse F.arthenware 
48 Aqua Bottle Glass 
27 Rose Bottle Glass 
10 Clear Window Glass 
7 Aqua Window Glass 
4 Modern Wire Cut Nails 1.5" 

lOyr 	3/3 (NW 6.75-11.5",NE 7.25-10", 
SW 	6.75-11.7S",SE 7-10.5") Grayish, rocky loam 
15 Farly Machine Cut Nails 
6 Nail Fragments 



Layer 3: 

Test 	Pit #3 

Surface: 

Layer 1: 

1 Flow Blue Whiteware 
1 Rn11Pt r~~ino- ----	 -------o~ 

1 Shotgun Shell Cap 
24 Undecorated Whiteware 
2 Green Bottle Glass 
l Brown Bottle Glass 
3 Porcelain 
6 Decorated \'Vhiteware 
l Undecorated Coarse F.arthenware 
23 Aqua Bottle Glass 
5 Rose Bottle Glass 
1 Dark Blue Bottle Glass 
3 Clear Window Glass 
2 Aqua Window Glass 

lOyr 4/6 (NW 11.5", NE 10", SW 11.75", SE 10.5") 
Yellowish, silty loam 

1 Spike Over 3.0" 
1 Undecorated Whiteware 
1 Aqua Bottle Glass 
1 Rose Bottle Glass 

lOyr 	2/1 (NW 0-7",NE 0-6.5",SW 0-6.5",SE 0-6.5") 
Dark, humus loam 
2 9 Early Machine Cut Nails 
26 Nail Fragments 
3 Unidentified Metal Components 
1 Coin (Indian Head, Date: 1859-1909) 
3 Undecorated Whiteware 
3 Decorated Glassware 
1 Iron Button 
1 Bullet Head 
10 Aqua Bottle Glass 
4 Rose Bottle Glass 
8 Clear Window Glass 



16 Aqua Window Glass 

Layer 2: 	 1Oyr 3/3 (NW 7-11.5",NE 6.5-14" ,SW 6.5-13.25" 
SE 6.5-13.25") Grayish, rocky loam 
12 Early Machine Cut Nails 
14 Nail Fragments 
1 Unidentified Metal Component 
1 Gray Chert Flake 
1 Iron Button 
3 Clear Bottle Glass 
6 Aqua Bottle Glass 
6 Aqua Window Glass 

Layer 3: 	 lOyr 4/6 (NW 11.5",NE 14",SW 13.25",SE 13.25") 
Yellowish, silty loam 

http:6.5-13.25
http:6.5-13.25



